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BTI Tool Holders & Tool Kit
All BTI tools are guaranteed for LIFE.

BTI Tool Kit
The BTI Tool Kit System consists of easy to use 
heavy duty Tool Holders that work in conjunction 
with BTI’s Tactical Tools. The patent pending Tool 
Holders are attached by utilizing the “molly 
webbing” on the operator's vest. The Holder is 
attached by weaving the vertical straps through 
the webbing and securing it with the snaps.  By 
using the horizontal straps or a combination of the 
four straps the Holder can be attached horizontally 
or at an angle and makes the use of other 
attachment points possible.  The Velcro retainer 
strap can accommodate a wide variety of tools and 
holds the tool securely in place but still allows for 
easy accessibility

BTI Tool Holders can be purchased individually or 
with the appropriate tool.  

(Item #HLT) (Item #HLH) (Item #HLC)

The BTI Tool Kit comes complete with all the 
tools and tool holders shown above. Tools: 
Halligan Tool, Grim Reaper, Sledge Hammer,
Break & Rake and Bolt Cutter.

(Item #KIT)

Halligan Tool 
with Holder 

(Item #HALK)

Bolt Cutter 
with Holder 

(Item #CTRK)

Sledge
 Hammer 

with Holder 
(Item #SLGK)

Grim Reaper 
with Holder 

(Item #GRPK)

The custom designed and engineered 
Holders make a perfect fit for BTI´s 

Tactical Tools.

The patent pending Tool Holders 
are attached by utilizing the "molly 
webbing" on the operator's vest. 



  

BTI Breaching Window & Crook Hook

(Item #CRH)

BTI's Crook Hook will get you 
past that security screen or 
mobile home door fast. Crook 
Hook's single man operation 
breaches security screens and 
outward opening mobile home 
and trailer doors quickly and 
stealthily..  * 25 lbs total weight

* 37” overall length

Crook Hook

The BTI Breaching Window  is designed to 
totally replicate an actual window breach down to 
the last shard of glass that must be raked for a 
clean entry. The window replicates a real window in 
which the molding would retain some of the glass 
even after it is broken. This requires that the trainee 
not only break the window glass, but also rake the 
window to get rid of all the remaining pieces of glass 
prior to entry.   This  patent  pending  design  allows 
training at a fraction of the  cost  of  using  real win-
dows. 

The BTI Breaching window is designed to mount 
either inside or outside of the structure. Because the 
frame attaches flat to the structure, it doesn't have 
to line up exactly with the hole in the structure.

The BTI Breaching Window will accept up to 
two sheets of 36” x 36” x 1/8” tempered or 
plate glass. This allows training on both 
single and double pane windows.

(Item #WIN)

The optional  Breaching 
Window Stand makes it 
portable and allows the 
window to be placed and 
anchored as desired.
 (Item #BWS)
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